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ABSTRACT 
 

In the United States, beginning in the Colonial Era, women learned needlework skills as 

part of their education. They used these skills to decorate samplers, clothing, and other items. 

Society viewed needlework as a way to keep women within the domestic sphere, allowing them 

to fulfill what was seen as the proper role of their gender. However, the nineteenth century saw 

multiple instances of women using their homemade textile pieces as a way to participate in 

public events. In the North, abolitionist women created textile goods to be displayed and sold at 

antislavery, or sanitary fairs. In the South, women used their sewing and needlework skills to 

create local infantry flags during the Civil War for presentation at public ceremonies. Although 

many similarities can be seen in these items, these disparate women’s values, which were 

informed by cultural differences between the North and the South leading up to and during the 

Civil War, are illuminated within the individual textiles onto which women took care to 

emblazon words and symbols. 

A comparative look at the textile pieces of these women demonstrates the cultural 

differences which governed their lives, and subsequently their work, in the nineteenth century. 

Offering a close study of a particular abolitionist sampler and three southern Civil War flags, 

along with support from other examples, this project reveals that both groups of women, 

abolitionists in the North and the planter-elite of the South, were using domestic skills in order to 

enter public space. However, the abolitionist women used their textile pieces to quietly expand 

past the domestic boundaries placed on them by society, while the women making flags in the 
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South applied their war-time work in attempt to bolster support for a war that would allow them 

to maintain their way of life within the domestic sphere. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

On December 26, 1855, a woman identified as N.R. Johnston of Topsham, Vermont 

wrote to her brother stating, “A few of the Anti-Slavery friends, mostly ladies in our village, 

have formed an Anti-slavery Society and sewing circle, the proceeds of which are to go to aid 

needy or destitute fugitive slaves.”1 Six years later, on December 4, 1861 an article in the New 

York Herald informed readers that, “The most ardent secessionists are ladies. They have formed 

societies for the forwarding of the rebel cause… Other ladies have constituted themselves into 

sewing societies, knitting societies and spinning societies.”2 As this letter and article 

demonstrate, during the nineteenth century women in both the North and the South used sewing 

to support their causes. Sometimes they sewed necessary items such as clothing, tents, and 

blankets. However, they also used their more refined skills in order to make detailed works 

targeted for events such as fairs and flag presentations.  

 The nineteenth century saw women carrying on the traditions of needlework and sewing 

that had existed in America since the Colonial Era. Women across the United States continued to 

learn these skills and use them to decorate samplers, clothing, and other items. However, the 

division in the country leading up to and during the Civil War carried over into women’s 

needlework, the products of which demonstrate cultural differences between the North and the 

South. In the North, abolitionist women created textile goods to be displayed and sold at 

antislavery, or sanitary fairs. In the South, women used their sewing and needlework skills to 

create local infantry flags during the Civil War. Many similarities can be seen in these items. 
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However, their values are illuminated within the individual textiles, works onto which women 

took care to emblazon words and symbols. Through the study of these textile pieces created by 

women of the abolitionist movement for sale at sanitary fairs, as well as the flags created by 

women of the Confederacy, I wish to demonstrate the cultural differences which governed the 

lives of these women in the nineteenth century and subsequently their work.  

While women’s roles during the nineteenth century, in both the North and the South, is a 

subject of study which many scholars have explored, the material culture produced by these 

women has been largely overlooked. Perhaps this lack of study is due to the fact that these textile 

items created by women, including pot holders, needle books, and needlework created for 

northern bazaars and fairs or flags created in the South, are often not considered fine art. Many 

broad works of scholarship exist on women of the South during the Civil War. Drew Gilpin 

Faust’s Mothers of Invention: Women of the Slaveholding South in the American Civil War 

asserts that Confederate women were charged with filling the void left by soldiers during the 

Civil War which led them to take on duties outside of their traditional gender roles, including 

plantation management.3 Another study on the subject comes from an exhibition at the Museum 

of the Confederacy in Richmond, Virginia, which became the American Civil War Museum in 

2013. Entitled A Woman’s War: Southern Women, Civil War, and the Confederate Legacy, the 

book contains chapters meant to accompany the centennial exhibition at the museum.4 It 

discusses different roles of both urban and rural southern women and explains the post-war 

effects of these roles particularly in relation to both the Lost Cause and the Woman’s Suffrage 

movement.5 Women’s diaries provide an excellent source for studying their lives during the Civil 

War, and luckily there are many that remain from the time. Steven M. Stowe’s recently 

published book Keep the Days: Reading the Civil War Diaries of Southern Women contains 
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detailed insight into these diaries and suggests ways in which scholars should go about reading 

them. Organizing themes into different categories such as wartime, men, and slavery, Stowe 

outlines what the many diaries of southern women demonstrate on views within these 

categories.6 What is lacking from the scholarship on southern women, however, is an analysis of 

the material culture of the Civil War South within a gendered context. By looking at the flags 

made by women during the war, particularly those made for the countless numbers of flag 

presentations in the spring and summer of 1861, more can be learned about the views of these 

women in relationship to the Civil War and their changing lifestyle. Particularly, they 

demonstrate that these women supported the war in an effort to protect their antebellum lifestyle 

and home. 

Similarly to Faust’s Mothers of Invention in its conclusions but focusing instead on 

northern women, Jeanie Attie’s Patriotic Toil: Northern Women and the American Civil War 

analyzes how gender was viewed in the North and the ways in which women of the Civil War 

North expanded their roles to meet the needs of their homes and communities, especially in 

raising funds and gathering supplies for the Union soldiers.7 The broad topic of female-organized 

bazaars and fairs has also enjoyed much scholarly attention. Beverly Gordon’s Bazaars and Fair 

Ladies: The History of the American Fundraising Fair gives a broad history of the fundraising 

fair, as well as its purposes and the ways it affected society by allowing women to participate in 

the market economy.8 The Abolitionist Sisterhood: Women’s Political Culture in Antebellum 

America edited by Jean Fagan Yellin and John C. Van Horne looks at an array of women’s 

antislavery involvements and includes a chapter by Lee Chambers-Shiller entitled “’A Good 

Work among the People’: The Political Culture of the Boston Antislavery Fair,” which focuses 

directly on the largest of the Antislavery fairs held annually in Boston.9 However, what is 
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missing from these academic works is an object-based study of the fairs, perhaps because of a 

lack of existing examples. Close study of a few remaining objects will allow the society and 

culture in which the women who were even at the lower levels of these organizations, driving the 

movement forward, to be detailed. Though other books, including the previously mentioned 

Abolitionist Sisterhood, and particularly Julie Roy Jeffery’s The Great Silent Army of 

Abolitionism have made great progress in recognizing these women, it is difficult to completely 

piece the full story together through sparse letters and other documents.10 Therefore, an art 

historical approach to this topic may provide more of an idea as to the interactions and 

contributions of the women making items for these fairs at the local level, participating in the 

abolitionist movement by using their acquired skills in needlework and sewing for a political 

cause.  

The study of material culture allows for a knowledge of history where records are sparse. 

While we do have records of many of the women who participated in the abolitionist movement, 

and numerous diaries and letters from women of the Confederacy, we often do not have records 

of their public speech or conversations. Also, while the items which will be discussed often do 

not have known makers, a lot can be learned about the culture from which they came. Although 

one may not be able to comment specifically about their individual maker, contextual evidence 

provides information about how she lived her life. Through a focused, object-based study, we 

can learn more about how the outside world changed and molded the lives of these nineteenth-

century women. As material cultural scholar Jules David Prown states in his article “Mind in 

Matter,” “cultural history and cultural anthropology with their sister subjects of social history 

and social anthropology…constitute a field-of-interest umbrella that arches over the study of 

material culture.”11 Both cultural and social history are of important consideration within this 
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study. The culture of the nineteenth century affected these women and in turn the objects made 

by their hands, thus one must allow for determinism within this research as well. Within this 

object-based study, I will look at the culture from which the women who made these objects 

emerged, as well as how these objects affected the culture within which the women lived. 

In order to understand the culture surrounding the objects that are the subject of this 

project, one must understand what the skill of needlework and sewing meant for women of the 

nineteenth century, and how they learned the skills needed to create such works. Needlework 

was seen as a proper way for a woman of leisure to spend her time. Young girls from families of 

means learned needlework from a young age, creating samplers to demonstrate and practice their 

skills. Miss Lambert’s The Ladies’ Complete Guide to Needle-work and Embroidery from 1859 

stated: 

Needlework appears to have been not only a pastime for noble ladies, but the principal 
occupation, as a source of pecuniary advantage for women, from the most remote 
periods. If we consult the earliest writings, abundant proof will be found of the height 
estimation in which this, - one of the most elegant and useful of the imitative arts,- has 
been held in all ages.12 
 

Seen as an appropriate way to educate women, needlework was included in a young girl’s 

education. This task of sewing would keep them focused on what the world saw them as being 

able to handle. An article in Godey’s Lady’s Book entitled “The Advantages of Needlework for 

Ladies,” asserted “The slender thread of silk or cotton keeps them united with the small, familiar, 

gentle interests of life, the continually operating influences of which do so much for the health of 

the character, and carry off what would otherwise be a dangerous accumulation of morbid 

sensibility.”13 Needlework was encouraged as a way for women to keep their concerns under 

control, and not become involved in the complicated matters of the world. In a sense, it was a 
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practice promoted to keep women within the domestic sphere and out of a more well-rounded or 

worldly form of education.  

Public opinion asserted that needlework was a skill through which women could spend 

their time and express themselves, but within boundaries. The previously cited “Miss Lambert” 

calls it an “imitative art.”14 Needlework implied following set patterns and repeated images, used 

again and again by different women in various locations. Ladies’ journals published patterns for 

women to follow when creating their work. For example, an embroidery pattern for a skirt for 

Godey’s Lady’s Book from February 1859 could be repeated by any woman who decided to do 

so. (Fig. 1) While published patterns made needlework start to look less personal than earlier 

samplers, it also made it accessible to women with less of a formal education.  

With this knowledge in mind, the following three chapters will explore the ways in which 

nineteenth-century women used needlework and sewing to take part in public events and in turn 

how this work and these events shaped them, their opinions, and the culture around them. The 

first chapter speaks about needlework and sewing made by women of the abolitionist movement 

for the sanitary fairs of the nineteenth century. This chapter investigates a piece of needlework 

held at Colonial Williamsburg, which includes the kneeling figure of a supplicant slave 

encompassed by a border of pink flowers, to exemplify the women’s other works for these fairs. 

This piece of needlework demonstrates how women used this domestic trade in order to gain 

education and communication networks that served them throughout the nineteenth century, 

allowing them to expand past the domestic sphere without drawing too much negative attention 

from those who wanted to keep gender roles strictly separated. The second chapter demonstrates, 

through the study of three different flags made by women in the South during the Civil War, how 

the practice of flag making and presentation kept women within their traditional roles during the 
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Civil War, although it simultaneously found them making public speeches and presentations. In 

the final chapter, using additional examples and reiteration, these two applications of needlework 

and sewing during the nineteenth century are contrasted in order to clarify the significant 

influence of each.  
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2. “MAY THE POINTS OF OUR NEEDLES PRICK THE SLAVEHOLDER’S 
CONSCIENCE”: WOMEN’S ABOLITIONIST NEEDLEWORK AND THE ANTI-SLAVERY 

FAIR 
 

The moral of this and all these anti-slavery State fairs is readily suggested. From the fact that 
they are under the exclusive management of women, old and young, married and single, 

interested in the cause of abolition… the masses of this abolition league are self-sacrifiingly (sic) 
devoted to the cause with the seal of the intensest (sic) fanaticism. They have made the abolition 

of Southern slavery their duty, their labor of love and their religion.15 
 

Women created items such as pot holders, needle books, and needlework and sold them 

at anti-slavery fairs run entirely by dedicated women and supported by far-reaching networks of 

groups of women in both urban and rural settings in the North. These women incorporated 

images and text from the larger visual culture of abolitionism into their objects, creating items 

that both conveyed a message and served a purpose. A study of the items made for and sold at 

anti-slavery fairs, illuminates how abolitionist women used traditionally feminine skills in order 

to reach beyond their domestic boundaries and acknowledge politics, which while often 

downplayed by outsiders during the nineteenth century as a moral or religious feat, was an 

unprecedented turn towards political activism.  

 The sale of textile goods by women to raise money for a cause was not a new activity 

that began with the Abolitionist movement, but one that drew on the bazaars that originated 

earlier in the nineteenth century in England, such as the sale put on by the Ladies’ Royal 

Benevolent Society for Visiting, Relieving and Investigating the Condition of the Poor in 

London in 1813.16 However, the abolitionist cause added a new level of political implication to 

the textile work of women. These abolitionist textiles were not meant only to raise funds, but 
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also to support the cause through words and images. Anti-slavery needlework, such as the piece 

held at Colonial Williamsburg (ca. 1820-1855), can be seen as crossing political lines while 

remaining in the domestic sphere. (Fig. 2) While little is known about the exact purpose of this 

piece, I suggest through comparison with other items that it was most likely made for sale at an 

anti-slavery fair. Through an analysis of the meanings that the art of needlework had in 

nineteenth-century society as well as an examination of the fundraising fair, I wish to 

demonstrate that the Colonial Williamsburg Anti-Slavery Needlework, with its combination of 

abolitionist iconography and traditional needlework flourishes, visually epitomizes the duality of 

women in the abolitionist movement. As this work and others demonstrate, these women 

brilliantly worked within what was seen as the appropriate domestic setting by society, while 

also actively participating in the political sphere and market economy. 

At first glance the piece of anti-slavery needlework held at Colonial Williamsburg does 

not seem different from a needlework piece created as part of a girlhood sampler, or perhaps 

included on a pillow. (Fig. 2) However, when the viewer looks closely, they will find that this 

piece represents much more than the average sampler. It holds within its borders a story of a 

network of women fighting for a cause, and at the same time learning that they could contribute 

to the political and economic sphere. The needlework is almost a metaphor for the life of the 

woman who made it: a political message trapped within the borders of tradition. 

The textile is framed by two brown squares, forming a border and a central square that 

holds the figure and text. Alternating pink and white flowers fill the border, surrounded by green 

leaves, all on a white backdrop. The flowers are not highly detailed and composed of groupings 

of ovals, with darker shades outlining the shapes. A kneeling male figure appears at the center of 

the composition, with hands stretched upwards. Both hands and feet are bound by white lines, 
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connected by white interlocking chains. The figure wears a white covering around his waist and 

nothing else. His grayish body is made to look hyper muscular with shading of white and brown. 

The man is seen in profile, with only one eye showing, looking up towards the sky. The only 

bright color within the figure is his red lips. The figure is framed on top and bottom by a series of 

words stating, “On Africa’s wide plains where the lion now roaring with freedom talks forth the 

vast dessert exploring, I was dragged from my hut, and enchained as a slave in a dark floating 

dungeon upon the salt wave.” These words come from an abolitionist poem, which will be 

discussed later. The words appear in the same color as the outline of the figure in the center, 

tying the composition together. The phrases are spelled out in inconsistent lettering, at times hard 

to read. Altogether, the composition does not include a large variety of colors. Much of it seems 

monochromatic, except for the pink flowers that command attention. The entire composition is 

finished in a square-fashion, with all elements pointing to the central figure, a commonly 

replicated symbol of the abolitionist movement, as the main theme. 

A Brief History of the Supplicant Slave 

Known as the supplicant slave, the kneeling figure of a bare-chested man with chains 

around his feet and arms, dates back to 1787 when the English potter Josiah Wedgwood created 

a medallion with the figure and the inscription “Am I Not a Man and a Brother?”17 (Fig. 3) 

Although the figure was usually accompanied by Wedgwood’s phrase, in the Williamsburg 

needlework, the phrase is omitted and replaced with the poem. Wedgwood’s medallion was 

created in England, it quickly found its way to the United States.18 The supplicant slave became a 

significant part of the visual rhetoric of abolitionism. The women who were active in abolitionist 

groups would have seen the image on anything from pamphlets to tea cups. It even appeared on 

stationary used for letters between them. For example, a letter sent from Anne Warren Weston to 
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Maria Weston Chapman, originator of the Boston fair, and her husband Henry Grafton Chapman 

on January 15, 1851 features the supplicant slave with the original phrase from the Wedgwood 

medallion, making it clear that this was a common theme for abolitionist goods and 

communications.19 (Fig. 4)  

 Martha Cutter, a professor of Africana Studies at the University of Connecticut, 

discusses the issue of agency within the supplicant slave image by contrasting this visual 

iconography with an image on the cover of abolitionist Elizabeth Heywrick’s 1824 work 

Immediate, Not Gradual Abolition. (Fig. 5) In this image the kneeling man is now standing, and 

he looks directly at the viewer. The image is captioned with a more active phrase, “I Am a Man, 

Your Brother.”20 This comparison reveals how much agency is removed through the use of the 

supplicant slave image. The man is at the complete mercy of the white viewer, shown as 

supplicant, and begging for help. Through the use of the supplicant slave image in the 

needlework of northern abolitionist women, it becomes clear that most of these women had 

never witnessed slavery firsthand. By 1804, northern states had all begun the process of 

abolishing slavery, and most northern states never had slavery on the scale of southern 

plantations. Therefore, most young women in the north had not experienced slavery within their 

own homes, but only through the testimony of former slaves such as Frederick Douglass and 

published slave narratives. Their view of slavery often came secondhand from visual culture and 

publications. The supplicant slave, an easy image to copy even for the inexperienced maker, was 

readily, though sometimes awkwardly, incorporated into these needlework pieces and combined 

with the longstanding visual traditions of sampler work and embroidery.  
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“To the Ladies Fair I went, and Pleasantly the Time We Spent” 

 Antislavery fairs built off of the use of fairs and bazaars for fundraising in the United 

States that took hold by the late 1820s.21 These organized fairs became large events, and even 

sometimes spectacles. The bazaars, or fairs, were gender-specific events, run by women. 

According to Beverly Gordon, “women’s fairs were at times perceived to be and indeed 

functioned as the symbol of conservative propriety and time-honored domestic values.”22 In 

other words, although the women were participating in events where a market for goods was 

involved, the events were framed as something still within the domestic space. In order to 

explain the fairs in this way, the goods sold were framed as “unnecessary” or “fancy” goods.23 

Women made goods that were traditionally meant for the domestic environment with the skills 

considered appropriate for women to possess. For example, Maria W. Chapman, Abby 

Southwick, and Louisa Loring of the Boston Antislavery Fair appealed to women in The 

Liberator to send them silk in order that it may be “wrought up into bags, needle-books, pin-

cushions, aprons, bonnets, & e.,… and disposed of at the Fair to the best advantage of the 

cause.”24 Because women made goods such as these listed in The Liberator to be sold at the fair, 

they were not seen as trying to enter a sphere in which they should not belong, or as Gordon says 

“they converted their domestic skills and expertise- their labor- into a commodity.”25 

 Fairs became such widely held events that Godey’s Ladies Book featured a reoccurring 

column entitled “Articles [To Make] for Fancy Fairs,” in which women could find ideas of items 

that they could contribute to their local fairs.26 For example, in 1861 Godey’s suggested a 

“watch- case in chenille” and a “basket in crochet and beads,” each item had a drawing of the 

finished product and a brief set of instructions.27 (Fig. 6) Networks formed through which goods 

circulated and fairs were planned. Women created central offices, and local groups would make 
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contributions.28 While many causes used fairs as fundraising exercises, they were invaluable to 

the abolitionist movement. The Boston Antislavery Fair was held annually, and one visitor to the 

fair described the goods they saw at the fair as including, “every possible needlebook, 

pincushion, bag, basket, cornucopia, pen wiper, book-mark, box and doll, that could be afforded 

for ninepence, with a number affixed to each.”29 Goods such as the Colonial Williamsburg 

needlework would have been displayed on rows of tables, examined and observed by many fair 

goers. Maria W. Chapman, who initiated the Boston fairs, saw them as a way to educate women 

on the Abolitionist movement. She made use of existing sewing circles as well as fair networks 

to get women involved in the Boston fair.30 These sewing circles had often originally formed in 

order to sew clothes for the impoverished. For example, the Boston Baptist Sewing Circle, 

formed in 1841 by fifteen women sewed clothes for needy children.31 However, many of these 

sewing circles evolved and changed as the women within them became more politically active 

and passionate about their views. Communication between established groups of women allowed 

the fairs to gain the wide support they needed for success. Sarah Hussey Earle, who was in 

charge of contributions for the fair from women of her hometown, sent a letter to Maria Weston 

Chapman and Mary Chapman in 1841. The letter listed out items that they would be contributing 

with suggested prices, listing “two pocket books at $1.50_ _ _$3.00,” as well as one apron, and 5 

pairs of mittens.32 These types of communications make it clear that the women participating in 

the Boston Antislavery Fair had a system and a form of communication amongst themselves that 

helped the fair operate smoothly.  

Women in more rural areas who had little access to the publications of abolitionists, were 

sent information from larger groups and fair organizers. Eunice Dorman from Kennebunk, Maine 

wanted to get her town involved in the Boston Fair, so she sent a letter to the coordinators. In 
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response, they mailed back information as well as anti-slavery publications.33 Through 

participating in these sewing circles, women who previously had no access to the knowledge 

they needed to arm themselves to fight for the abolitionist movement, gained this information. 

The sewing circle, an unlikely place for such growth, became a site for education, and not the 

form of education for which sewing was originally intended. It was a type of education that 

informed and empowered women to expand past their domestic roles. An advertisement for the 

fair, which appeared in the Liberator on December 10, 1836, described the fairs’ intended 

purposes, noting, “The Ladies have ever regarded the pecuniary benefit derived from these sales 

as but one of several reasons in their favor. The main object is to keep the subject before the 

public eye, and by every innocent expedient to promote perpetual discussion.”34 

While working in their sewing circles, women were talking and learning. They were 

spreading ideas through their expansive networks and making goods which put slavery in front 

of the eye of northerners who had not seen it first-hand. Goods such as a pot holder, which 

contains text stating “Any Holder but a Slave Holder,” were the type of goods sold at antislavery 

and sanitary fairs. (Fig. 7) Purchasers would use such goods daily, and therefore have a ready 

reminder of their abolitionist goals. Not only were the women raising money, they were selling 

goods that would remind the purchaser of their cause. For example, women called attention to 

their purpose through a phrase on one needlebook that stated, “May the Points of our Needles 

Prick the Slaveholder’s Conscience.” The women creating goods for these fairs were going 

beyond the “imitative arts” of embroidery patterns and creating their own works through the use 

of slogans, abolitionist images, and other sources. They were not simply creating an item for the 

home, but intending them for public viewing and layering them with political meaning. A poem 
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by a “Mr. F. M. Adlington” from the Liberator on January 7, 1842, describes the Weymouth 

Antislavery Fair of 1842 and the meaning behind it: 

To see the Ladies Fair I went,  
And Pleasantly the time we spent; 
And things for sale, both rich and rare,  
The Labor of their hands, where there; 
And smiling girls, as Chapman bland, 
To traffic at their tables stand… 
 
 
A holy calling they are in,  
That must your approbation win;  
And every freeman must respect 
The zeal of this devoted sect. 
The profits of this Fair are meant  
On patriot mission to be sent,  
To dig for tyranny a grave, 
And burst the fetters of the slave35 
 

This poem demonstrates that the fairs were recognized as a way to spread the message of the 

cause, and it acknowledges the hard work and leadership of the women involved. Hidden under 

the guise of the domestic sphere, women made their move into the world of politics, even 

becoming political activists. The fair, traditionally seen as a domestic space, became the perfect 

way for these women to show their worth to the cause.  

The Colonial Williamsburg Anti-Slavery Needlepoint and Other Fair Goods 

 Many traditional domestic goods were combined with political messages to be sold and 

displayed at fairs. The previously mentioned pot holder from 1863 was a handmade good for the 

home which outwardly condemned slavery. A cradle quilt, displayed and sold at a fair in 1836, 

featured lines from a poem by abolitionist Lydia Marie Child at its center. (Fig. 8) Many of these 

goods represent the dual roles women played in the abolitionist movement. On one hand, women 

were expected to remain within the bounds of the home and family life and not to speak 

outwardly about politics. However, in order to support the cause they, like their handmade items, 
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made use of political speech. An example of this division is the Colonial Williamsburg Anti-

Slavery Needlepoint. (Fig. 2) The work is demonstrative of the paradox found in the women’s 

abolitionist groups. It stays within the domestic boundaries of needlepoint; however, it contains a 

political message. While public activism in the political realm was widely frowned on, women 

could speak on moral issues, such as temperance or poor houses. They often had to demonstrate 

that abolitionism was a religious and moral issue in order to defend their involvement.36 In 

response to this societal restriction, women such as Maria Chapman defended their stance by 

finding ways around asserting an outright political views, including applying the cover of the 

men in their lives. According to Chapman, “we deem there is nothing unfeminine in aiding our 

husbands, brothers, and sons, to support the principles they have adopted.”37 Both abolitionist 

men and women were fighting for an issue that caused a deep divide within the country. 

Therefore, the women involved in this movement took on more of a political role than ever 

before, opening them up to different political actions in the future, but still couching their 

involvement in traditional roles.  

 The needlepoint in question applies an awkward juxtaposition between the image of the 

supplicant slave and the typical border of flowers that might also be found as a decorative 

element in a dress or girlhood sampler. This dual inclusion mimics the divisions present in 

female-driven bazaars and fairs. As Beverly Gordon outlines, “Women’s fairs also 

simultaneously venerated and undercut or mocked domesticity and simultaneously empowered 

women and kept them in their place.”38 While women were empowered by their ability to 

organize, work together, and create a market, they were also still kept within a particular lane. 

Fairs had to be justified within the domestic sphere. The goods that women made had to be those 
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appropriately made in the home without formal training, and these were justified as “fancy 

goods” or non-necessary items.39 

Lee Chambers-Schiller states, “sewing circles were a captive audience for antislavery 

education, and the moral suasionists who managed the Boston fair used them to expand women’s 

intellectual horizons, augment their knowledge of slavery, and inform their understanding of 

antislavery doctrine and strategy.”40 The use of the supplicant slave in the Colonial Williamsburg 

work, a prominent abolitionist symbol, indicates that the woman who created this image was 

seeing and interacting with abolitionist publications. Not only was she forced to confront slavery 

while stitching the supplicant slave, but she was probably involved in conversations about 

slavery within her group, planning and making contributions for their fair. The supplicant slave 

image had previously been placed on goods for sale in England. However, the handmade nature 

of the supplicant slave in this needlework along with the added abolitionist lines of poetry 

identify it with the American antislavery fair, as opposed to the manufactured goods seen 

previously in England such as pitchers and tea caddies.41  

The lines of verse on the needlework come from a poem entitled “The Desponding 

Negro,” which was written by Robert Wedderburn (1762-1834?) who wrote many anti-slavery 

poems in England.42 The poem on the textile is evidence that the woman who made it was 

actively engaged in reading abolitionist texts. Often, poems were published in the Liberator for 

readers. For example, on August 20, 1831 readers were presented with multiple abolitionist 

poems by Alonzo Lewis. These poems, with lines like “Oh War and Slavery! Prisons and all 

shames!/When shall the day arise that these shall be,/Like the false Gods of old, but empty 

names/ Of things long passed away,” had a similar anti-slavery them to that of the poems of 

Robert Wedderburn.43 
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Aside from abolitionist imagery, which was often imported from England, like the 

supplicant slave, northern women also came across images of African Americans in popular 

culture. E. W. Clay’s Life in Philadelphia series, which he began in 1828, became very popular 

in the United States. The series had many less than favorable depictions of free African 

Americans which drew on contemporary stereotypes. By using overstated dress along with 

stereotyped speech, E. W. Clay made fun of the free black population. For example, in a 

particular cartoon from the series, Clay shows a man and woman both in dramatic dress. (Fig. 9) 

The man says “How do you like de new fashion shirt, Miss Florinda? I think dey mighty elegam-

.” Stereotyped images such as these influenced the way that women depicted figures in their 

works for anti-slavery fairs. Two of the biggest popular culture influences on the way that 

enslavement was represented were Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin and minstrel 

shows.44 Minstrel performers, actors in black face portraying characters such as Jim Crow, 

characterized black men as overdramatic and unindividual.45 Dancing, over joyous depictions of 

plantation slavery played down the horrors of enslavement in popular media. The cover to a 

Jump Jim Crow sheet music book by the aforementioned E. W. Clay features performer Thomas 

D. Rice in blackface mid-performance. (Fig. 10) This depiction of Jim Crow was repeated 

throughout visual culture, contributing to the already existing “happy slave” narrative. The 

imagery on the previously mentioned potholder shows an enslaved man and women performing 

a dance, their positioning similar to that of the cover to the music book. It is obvious that without 

deep understanding of what these images meant, these women were combining abolitionist ideas 

and what they saw in the world around them to create these handmade items. While the woman 

who created the needlework with the supplicant slave drew on abolitionist sources, the woman 
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who created the pot holder looked to the popular media, referring to the only images she knew of 

plantation slavery.  

Women were learning from one another and discussing politically charged topics. 

However, on the other hand the women were still unable to fully participate in the movement. 

They could not outwardly express their views in a public space or participate in the pubic 

conversation about slavery without ridicule. For example, Frances Wright, a woman who spoke 

out against slavery, received backlash for her work. A political cartoon belittles her efforts, 

showing her with the head of a goose, giving one of her lectures. Below the picture the caption 

identifies Wright as, “A downwright gabbler, a goose that deserves to be hissed.” (Fig. 11) This 

image, created by satirist James Akin (1773-1846) who undermines Wright by using a play on 

words, is evidence that while women were heavily involved in the abolitionist movement, 

stepping into the political sphere caused the public to raise concerns. Sarah and Angelina 

Grimké, a pair of abolitionist sisters, were also very vocal about their beliefs. Clergy members 

told Sarah Grimké to return “to the appropriate duties and influence of women.”46 Facing 

opposition from church, family, and society, the Grimké’s pressed on, making significant 

contributions to the abolitionist movement. In response to the pastoral letter Sarah Grimké 

received, she fired back, asserting the rights of women: 

The Lord Jesus defines the duties of his followers in his Sermon on the Mount. He lays 
down grand principles by which they should be governed, without any reference to sex or 
condition... and find him giving the same direction to women as to men, never even 
referring to the distinction now so strenuously insisted upon between masculine and 
feminine virtues… Men and women were CREATED EQUAL! They are both moral and 
accountable beings, and whatever is right for man to do, is right for women.47 

 
Therefore, while we see the limits being put on women by outside forces, we also see them 

fighting back, gaining confidence to push boundaries outside of their metaphorical decorative 

borders. These abolitionist women were working simultaneously to gain rights. However, not all 
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women in the abolitionist movement were as outspoken as Sarah Grimké, instead choosing to 

work from within their circles. Remaining quiet, they found other ways to support the cause, like 

organizing and creating goods for these anti-slavery fairs. However, through these efforts they 

established the communication and knowledge needed to expand past the roles assigned to them 

by society.  

 However, even the fairs were not safe from the calls for women to stay within their 

domestic borders. Because women were directly interacting with buying and selling, they were 

entering the market, which society told them they should not be allowed to do. Like many men, 

Samuel Dyer, an abolitionist from South Abington, Pennsylvania, felt that these fundraising 

events would be better run by men. He believed that women should not be involved in 

fundraising, thinking that men could do a better job of contributing objects to the fairs that would 

raise more money. He even suggested that objects made by non-abolitionists be sold.48 However, 

the women pushed on, maintaining control of their fairs. The men fighting against them had little 

idea of the extensive networks they had created to support the fairs and one another, or all of the 

efforts that went in to putting them on. The fairs and bazaars only existed because of the 

creativity of the women that organized them and the community they had built in support of 

them. Had the men taken over these fundraising opportunities, the goods that were sold would 

have become manufactured items. The handcrafted items which held such important messages as 

the Colonial Williamsburg needlework would no longer have been seen covering the tables of 

organized fairs, in their place would have been the items suggested by Samuel Dyer; boots, hats, 

and carpet-tacks. Perhaps it was the fact that the women were working under such constraints 

that made the items sold at these fairs so creative. The women had to find ways to make 

everyday items stand out, emblazoning them with direct messages about their cause, while 
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toning them down for the audience with traditional flourishes as exemplified in the Williamsburg 

needlework.  

The flowers around the work’s border, most likely copied from a pattern book, are a 

reminder that this woman was stuck within the bounds of domestic borders of her own. Their 

happy pink color contrasts heavily with the subject matter at hand, in an almost uncomfortable 

way, similar to the apprehension created by the dichotomy of the balancing act Abolitionist 

women were making between domestic and political spheres. She also made her work with an 

audience in mind, a purchaser was intended. She had to consider the market, making the subject 

matter palatable to the audience, which could be another explanation for juxtaposing such 

contrasting subject matter. Ultimately, she was making a domestic good for a public market, 

participating in the buying and selling of goods under the guise of domesticity.  

In Conclusion 

 Women brought together their knowledge from different areas in order to create pieces 

that were simultaneously domestic and political, a balancing act they themselves were 

performing as well. Political women were disguised as domestic ladies, and political messages 

were disguised as domestic “fancy” goods. It is through these items that we can learn more about 

the women who created them. Reading their stitched words allows us to acknowledge the groups 

of women who often go unnoticed compared to the more well-known (often male) historical 

characters who made waves by speaking out directly. It was through this movement and these 

networks, created for anti-slavery fairs, that these women found a voice, which they would later 

put to use to fight for a vote. As Ellen Carol DuBois states, “it is undeniably true that antislavery 

women provided the political leadership for the prewar women’s rights movement.”49 Women 

began to fight for their rights not only after but simultaneously with the abolitionist movement. 
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DuBois also claims that “the antislavery movement provided [women] with a constituency and a 

political alliance on which they were able to rely until the Civil War.”50 While many of the 

female leaders of the abolitionist movement were also leaders in the fight for the rights of 

women, the women in sewing circles providing support to fairs were there to encourage them in 

this new effort. These women were empowered by their new community and knowledge. 

 While it would be easy to focus on the limits placed on these women, more can be 

learned through focus on how they overcame them. Through pushback from family, society, 

church, and other entities, these women conversed and learned under the guise of domesticity. 

Through sewing circles they gained access to information and community. Although they may 

not have been able to fight openly regarding their abolitionist feelings, they used their work to 

send a message, simultaneously informing the public and raising money for their cause. Not only 

did they expand past their domestic borders into the political sphere, they also entered the 

market, selling their goods and keeping track of the funds they earned. Utilizing traditional skills 

and modern patterns, they combined domestic goods with the abolitionist publications they read, 

creating unique goods for sale. Though the combination of these themes may be an 

uncomfortable one, it reminds us of the uncomfortable position of these women themselves, 

moving beyond the space in which society tried to keep them. The Colonial Williamsburg Anti-

Slavery Needlepoint encompasses the dual nature of these women and their antislavery fairs. 

Through the bordered and uncomfortable composition, we learn the story of a woman pushing on 

her own borders, caught between expectation and passion. 
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3. “OUR NEEDLES ARE NOW OUR WEAPONS”: FLAGS CREATED BY WOMEN IN THE 
CIVIL WAR SOUTH 

In accepting at your hands… this beautiful banner, wrought by the fair hands of a lady of this 
vicinity, I feel my utter inability to respond in that strain of fervid eloquence which swells up 

from my heart, but fails to find utterance from my lips.51 

Women in the South, like women in the North, saw sewing as a way to support the war 

effort. In an 1861 diary entry, Lucy Wood Butler, from Charlottesville, Virginia, stated “Our 

needles are now our weapons, and we have a part to perform.”52 It is clear that southern women 

saw sewing as a means to actively support the war. Of course, that support included the sewing 

of necessary items- uniforms, tents, blankets, etc.53 However, in addition to working to meet 

immediate needs, the upper-class women of the South also created non-necessary pieces to 

demonstrate their support for the Confederacy. As the abolitionist women’s work continued into 

the Civil War, southern women began their work to support their side of the conflict, and to 

preserve slavery. The most prominent example of this unnecessary work occurred in the sewing 

of flags. Perhaps surprisingly, many of these flags are not the prototypical “Confederate” flag. 

Unique to the local infantry that they were often meant to represent, the works discussed here 

were presented at community “flag presentations,” which took place just before local volunteers 

left for war service. Women in the North also participated in the presentation of flags to local 

infantries, as evidenced by a small article in the Barre Gazette on May 24, 1861, which discusses 

the presentation of a flag to a Philadelphia infantry and several other examples.54 However, the 

flag presentations in the South were seen as an integral part of garnering community support for 

the Confederacy, and they occurred in large numbers in the spring and summer of 1861.55 The 
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flags made by local groups of women during 1861, the war’s first year, indicate great support on 

the local level as well as a desire to create a new community-based identity after the fracture of 

their nation. Though they vary, these flags mostly fit into three categories: use of the pattern for a 

traditional Confederate flag with additional elements, expansion upon a previously used pattern 

for a state flag, and flags that make use of wartime “slogans.” Three flags, one from each of 

these different categories will be discussed here to demonstrate that as a whole, the women 

showed outward support for the war, and they publicly identified themselves with the motives 

for war demonstrated through flag ceremonies. Rather than using the opportunity provided them 

to speak directly with the public and the soldiers through the flags themselves as well as flag 

presentation ceremonies, upper-class southern women stayed within the boundaries of 

nineteenth-century ideas on gender, using their domestic sewing skills in order to support a war 

that would allow them sustain a life style that they believed allowed them to be proper “ladies.” 

The Flags 

Women’s societies made flags for local infantries throughout the South in order to 

remind the men for what and for whom they were fighting, sometimes with words, and other 

times with symbols. However, an analysis of these local flags and their individualized nature has 

not been used to explore the ways in which the women who made them interacted with their 

culture and society. Losing their importance in the final years of the war as the Confederacy 

turned to a more regulated flag pattern in 1863, these local flags went on to become a post-war 

source of pride as part of the Lost Cause mentality.56 They were returned to the states from 

which they came, and began to be held in archives, museums, and personal collections. 

Collections of flags from different states have been published together in a series of small books 

including The Flags of Civil War Alabama, The Flags of Civil War South Carolina, etc. by Glen 
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Dedmondt.57 These books contain drawings of various flags from each state with brief statements 

about their makers, and to whom they were given.  

In 1861, the women of Jacksonport, Arkansas presented a banner to the First Arkansas 

Infantry, an example of the incorporating of an existing Confederate flag pattern, leaving in plain 

sight a reminder of who stitched the flag for them to bring into battle. (Fig. 12) Composed of 

silk, the flag features three stripes of red, white, and red again, with a blue square in the upper 

left hand corner. Nine white stars are enclosed within the blue square, representing the states that 

had at that point seceded and joined the Confederacy. This is the pattern of the First National 

Flag, designed by artist Nicola Marschall and adopted officially on March 4, 1861, which came 

to be known as the “stars and bars.”58 Unique to this flag are the words “Ladies of Jacksonport to 

the First Jackson Guards,” painted in gold on another blue square placed on the middle white 

stripe. These eight words were perhaps more important to the men brandishing the flag than the 

symbolic nature of the so called “stars and bars” itself, an idea that will make itself clear in the 

later discussion of flag presentation ceremonies and their importance to the motives of the war.  

 The second type of flag discussed here drew from earlier state flag designs and is 

exemplified by a unique, silk flag received by the First Texas Infantry, which was modeled after 

a pattern for an early Texas state flag. (Fig. 13) At fifty-five and a half by fifty-six inches, the 

flag is almost a square. The left side features a vertical blue stripe with a silk white star stitched 

at the center. White stitched words on the top and bottom of the star read “Seven Pines/Gaines 

Farm.” Two different shades of off-white horizontal stripes make up the right portion of the flag. 

Locals nicknamed the flag “Mrs. Wigfall’s Wedding Dress,” because tradition stated that Fannie 

Wigfall, of the Wigfall family who donated the flag, made it from the material of her wedding 

dress. Later, her daughter recalled that only the star and middle stripe were taken from the dress 
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material. This story may not be entirely true because analysis of the material shows that it was 

partially made of unused dress silk.59 Perhaps, the unused silk was leftover from the expanse 

used to make the dress. Nevertheless, the story behind the nickname is what gave the flag its 

meaning. The unit received the flag in a presentation ceremony given by Jefferson Davis himself, 

where although the flag was made by both mother and daughter, it was given in the name of the 

unmarried, young Lula Wigfall.60  

 The “Ladies of Yorkville, South Carolina,” including, “Mrs. H. F. Adickes, Mrs. Mattie 

Henley, Bell Williams, Lizzie Masset, Sallie Adickes, Fannie Witherspoon, Mollie Adickes, and 

Mag. Wright” presented a flag of the third category, involving a slogan, or motto for the war, to 

the Fifth South Carolina Infantry.61 (Fig. 14) The flag’s front side includes a blue silk square, 

outlined with gold fringe and reads: “Our Rights We Defend.” A central oval is occupied by a 

painted palmetto tree, now peeling away due to age. The reverse side of the flag has a large gold 

star, also silk, sewn at the center. (Fig. 15) Around the star, stitched in the same gold as the 

lettering on the front, are the words “Catawba Light Infantry,” the name for the Fifth South 

Carolina Infantry. The Catawba Light Infantry’s color bearer carried the flag until the ruling was 

made that only official regimental flags were allowed to be carried in battle, demonstrating its 

importance to the infantry.62  

The originality of each local flag is made by these three vastly different examples. 

However, because of the many distinct flags made during the Civil War, even considering only 

those made in the year 1861, it is impossible to fully explore the particular nuances of the 

different localities in this brief overview. The lack of established tradition or pattern, along with 

division within the Confederacy itself, led to the inclusion of many community-oriented details 

demonstrated through the symbols included in these local pieces of material culture. The three 
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flags discussed here were selected to cover categorical elements that connect many of these 

individualized flags together, which are again: use of the pattern for a Confederate flag with 

additional elements, expansion upon a previously used pattern for a state flag, and flags that 

make use of wartime “slogans.” Collectively, these flags represent the motives for war that were 

felt at the local and Confederacy-wide levels, whether they were constitutional rights or 

preservation of local culture.  

Flag Presentation Ceremonies 

“Strong are the ties which bind you to home and friends- dear are the associations which cluster 
around you, and those associations how intricably[sic] they are woven with every fibre [sic] of 
your souls, then fain[sic] would you linger, but your country calls and you go to “fight till the 
last armed foe expires.” Go, and on this banner which I now present you may victory perch e’re 
you return- take for your motto: “Aut vincere aut mori.”63 

 
Women presented their handmade flags at flag presentation ceremonies during the 

beginning years of the Civil War. These ceremonies encompassed the nature of the flags by 

presenting politically motivated speech but utilizing the women of the ceremony as a driving 

motive for men to volunteer for the war. In his book Colors and Blood: Flag Passions of the 

Confederate South, Robert E. Bonner writes about what he calls “flag culture,” within flag 

presentation ceremonies. He explains the importance of the creation of a flag as a way to form a 

culture for the newly formed Confederacy.64 Wayne K. Durrill explores the idea of flag 

presentations in more detail, coming to the conclusion that the ceremonies became a sort of 

community ritual, intended as motivation to convince men to volunteer for the Confederacy who 

might have been hesitant to join solely based on the reasoning of protecting constitutional 

rights.65 Women played a critical role in wartime motivations, giving many speeches at flag 

presentation ceremonies that encouraged men to fight for their communities and families. These 

were presented using poetic words like those above spoken by Joe Wright at a flag presentation 
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in Carroll County, Arkansas on July 4, 1861. In response, the man receiving the flag in the 

ceremony, Captain Smith, stated publicly, “Miss Wright- Permit me in behalf of the company 

that I represent and myself, to receive at your hands this banner… Whenever and wherever the 

interest of my country shall demand me and my men, there shall its beautiful folds wave in 

testimony of the patriotism of her who gave it and of the loyalty of the fair daughters of 

Arkansas.”66 Captain Smith’s mention of the “fair daughters of Arkansas,” is a theme familiar to 

speeches of this nature. Convincing men to fight for the newly formed Confederacy, sometimes 

against their own family members, proved a difficult task. When reasons of religion and politics 

did not seem convincing enough, the Confederacy turned to matters of family and community to 

persuade men to volunteer. The flag presentation ceremony served as the culmination of these 

ideas.  

In order to fully discuss the flags in detail, it is important to know their purpose within 

the culture of the newly developed Confederacy. The largest role played by these flags within the 

community was their presentation at these flag presentation ceremonies that occurred across the 

South in large numbers as the men went off to fight in the war. Wayne K. Durrill argues that 

organizers used women to provide “incentive” for the local men to volunteer to fight.67 Durrill 

notes that a growing number of flag ceremonies occurred in the spring and summer of 1861, so 

many that southern newspapers stopped printing full accounts of the events because there was no 

longer enough room to list them all.68 However, it is clear that the newspapers thought it 

important enough to at least note all ceremonies that occurred, and sometimes they still re-

printed speeches.  

Men, women, and children turned out in large numbers to attend flag presentation 

ceremonies. The flags for these local infantries were not usually the adopted flags of the 
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Confederacy in its pure form. Rather, the individualized flags presented at the ceremonies, like 

the three outlined previously, represented family and community, the primary motive that 

seemed to convince the men to enlist. Sometimes, the flags’ symbolism was outlined in the 

presentation ceremony so that soldiers could identify what each part of the flag they carried 

meant, and how it pointed them back to their home.  

If these flags were intended to represent family and community, and remind the men for 

whom they were fighting, then who better to make and present the flags than the local women? 

These were the thoughts of the organizers of these flag presentation ceremonies. Ceremonies 

usually involved two local women at the front of the crowd presenting a handmade flag to a 

representative of the soldiers, telling them to remember whom they were fighting for and to 

conquer or die trying, “Aut vincere aut mori,” as Joe Wright’s flag stated. Receiving the flag 

during the ceremony, the soldier usually stated that they would follow the flag into battle and 

remember what it represents. The grand finale of one such event in Charleston’s was three cheers 

of “for the ladies of Charleston,” from the soldiers.69  

A flag presentation ceremony on July 6, 1861 in Bellefonte, Alabama featured eleven 

young, unmarried women, each representing one of the states of the Confederacy. One at a time, 

each woman stepped forward to read a verse from a poem, which according to the newspaper 

article about the ceremony was written by Laura Lorrimer of Tennessee. Alice Eaton, 

representing Georgia, read the lines “Lo! And Georgia uprising, Burning with the blood of yore, 

Sends her children forth to conquer, Peace from haughty foes once more!”70 The lines of this 

combined poem, often referring to the states as “she,” and “her” were favorable to the efforts to 

motivate soldiers through family and community-oriented factors by establishing women and 

marriage as a motivation for war. Even more motivating were the eleven women, each with the 
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title “Miss” before their name, identifying them as unmarried and available. Flag presentations 

were often carried out by one married woman, and one unmarried woman, showing the young 

soldiers what they could have as their future should they fight for the Confederacy, as well as 

reminding them that they should fight to protect their own married mothers. Many of the articles 

written about flag presentation ceremonies also mention the physical beauty of the women in 

detail.71 For example, Captain H. M. Pierce, upon receiving a flag for the Creole Guards from the 

“Young Ladies of Baton Rouge” stated that “Should our marches all be merry meetings in the 

times of peace, it will be a continual reminiscence to us of this bright day; of this delightful 

occasion; of these fair forms and radiant faces.”72According to Durrill, “by drawing attention to 

physical beauty, published accounts of flag presentations urged young men to volunteer so as to 

have a chance of marrying these sexually desirable young white women.”73 

Flag ceremonies, usually organized by men, used women as a motivation, discrediting 

their own efforts and losses in the war. Although informative on the “ritual” of the ceremonies 

and how they were used to convince the men to volunteer during a divided Confederacy, 

Durrill’s article does not detail the women who made the flags and their own efforts to support 

the men going off to fight. Because flag ceremonies were a public forum that did not allow 

women to speak their mind openly because of cultural and societal restraints, they often 

contained speeches with words like those spoken by Rebecca J. Brown on June 12, 1861: 

Gentlemen:--It is with feelings of entire inadequacy to the task imposed on me, that I 
appear before you, as the humble instrument in behalf of the ladies, to present to you the 
banner of your country. You know it is not the part of woman to mingle in party strife; 
but when our homes and our native South is invaded, and our dearest rights wrested from 
us, or an attempt to do so, then may not woman, though feeble as she is, give all her 
influence in behalf of a cause so dear.74 

 
By exploring directly the flags presented at the ceremonies, created by the women, one may 

come closer to the individual lives of these women, not the words forced on them, which reduced 
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them to a motivation for the men and described their physical appearance rather than their hard 

work. Do these handmade flags line up with the purposes of the flag ceremonies? 

“Quick, Quick, Quick, Swifter Little Needle Go” 

 Southern magazines and newspapers made it clear that women’s role in the war was to be 

strictly domestic.75 Popular songs such as “A Southern Woman’s Song” encouraged women with 

lines such as, “Quick, Quick, Quick/ Swifter little needle go;/ From our home’s most pleasant 

fires/Let a loving greeting flow.”76 Men discouraged women from getting involved politically, as 

the aforementioned Rebecca J. Brown pointed out, “it is not the part of woman to mingle in party 

strife.”77 Just as in the North, women in the South were being held within the domestic sphere by 

their society. As a result, sewing as a war contribution began just as soon as the war started. 

Groups formed and began to undertake projects including sewing uniforms, tents, and blankets.78 

Lucy Wood Butler stated in her diary, “I have spent all of my time sewing for the soldiers for the 

last three weeks,” and she often mentions “pantaloons” that she worked on, stating, “I have 

nearly completed a pair of pantaloons that I commenced yesterday.”79 While the creation of these 

“pantaloons,” was helpful to the war effort, one cannot classify it as an overtly political act. 

Alternately, the flags created by the sewing circles for local infantries were not necessary items, 

often holding a political message. Can we then consider their making and presentation a political 

act?  

In the South, after the able-bodied white men left to enlist in the war effort, planter-elite 

women were left alone to run households and take charge of their family’s estates, including the 

enslaved people. The system for which they were fighting a war to keep, was crumbling day by 

day. We find little direct mention of opinions on slavery in the diaries of these women. Steven 

M. Stowe points out that scholars often look to these diaries to find the words of the people 
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whom we see as villains. He says he himself must look around the evil in the diaries with an “eye 

for empathy” and in turn find both how the system existed and how it unraveled.80 Southern 

women wrote about slavery in a way that made it seem uncomfortably normal; to them it was 

just the reality with which they lived. They showed distress as they saw their “normal” 

disappearing. Struggling to grasp what their world would become, they began to use race as a 

distinguishing factor, searching for control.81 It is clear, though not through direct words, that 

these women knew why the war was being fought, and what it would mean to the institution of 

slavery if the Confederacy lost.  

Although the Confederacy often compared its goals to that of the American Revolution, 

they were really fighting to keep life, at least the lives of the elite planter class, as it was. A 

revolution, by definition, implies a “a sudden, radical, or complete change.”82 The Confederacy 

was fighting for the status quo; they were fighting to keep slavery. For this reason, political and 

religious justifications did not originally motivate most volunteers. The South saw this as a war 

to protect their communities, and in turn their women. Left to protect their homes and properties 

against Union soldiers, women took on the traditional duties of their husbands during the war. 

However, as Kimberly Harrison makes clear in The Rhetoric of Rebel Women: Civil War Diaries 

and Confederate Persuasion, the Southern press continued to paint a picture of victimized 

Southern women who needed to be protected honorably.83 Although Southern women were 

necessarily expanding beyond their traditional roles, propaganda and rhetoric outside of their 

own diaries and letters aimed to keep them within the domestic sphere. Women were 

encouraged, though periodicals like the Southern Illustrated News and Magnolia Weekly, to 

remain positive at home and cheer on the men at war.84  
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While women made private references in their diaries and letters to difficulties caused by 

war and the new tasks that they had to take on, their public decrees were more closely linked to 

popular motives for the war. Sewing flags to carry to war could be seen as a public declaration. 

The flags, in their symbolism and visual elements, are consistent with the propaganda put forth 

by the Confederacy. The women did not use the flags as a way to mourn the changes in their 

lives, or to demonstrate their newfound roles within their household. The message sent by these 

homemade flags was one of traditional domesticity. In their diaries, women made claims such as 

“the war is an established fact and a shadow lies across the hearts of the Southern people.”85 

However, their public speeches and art demonstrated an acceptance of their roles as a motive for 

volunteering and fighting in the war. By creating flags that they and others outwardly stated were 

intended to remind soldiers of their home and the ladies who lived there, they sent a part of 

themselves off to war, allowing soldiers to march behind it. Battle flags were meant to spark 

nationalism and motivate men in battle. Therefore, by creating these flags, and sometimes even 

putting their names on them, the women related themselves to the reasons for war. 

The words on the previously mentioned Fifth South Carolina Infantry flag, made by Mrs. 

H. F. Adickes, Mrs. Mattie Henley, Bell Williams, Lizzie Masset, Sallie Adickes, Fannie 

Witherspoon, Mollie Adickes, and Mag. Wright, are “Our Rights We Defend.”86 These words 

were often uttered as justification for the war with the Confederacy asserting that they were 

trying to preserve the Constitution, and the rights for which the American Revolution was 

fought.87 We do not know whether the women of Yorkville, South Carolina chose these words 

themselves, perhaps they were suggested by a member of the infantry or the group of women 

who commissioned the flag. However, by creating a flag with these words, it is clear that they 

were interacting with the political reasons leaders of the Confederacy gave for the war. The flag 
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would most likely be taken to a flag presentation ceremony where the women would tell those 

who received it to fight valiantly and defend their home, and the men would in turn thank them 

and tell them that they would remember the ladies of South Carolina for whom they were 

fighting to come home. Perhaps they would state words like those spoken by Laura Hubbard in 

Augusta, Georgia; “As you gaze upon this banner, remember that it is the emblem of these 

incentives; remember that it is for the dear ones at home that you are fighting; remember that it is 

for your rights, your altars, and your firesides, that you have rallied beneath its folds.”88 Miss 

Belle Gordon made a similar statement to the Red River Home Guard asserting, “Secession, 

from a compact…became absolutely necessary, unless we prepared to yield our dearest rights, 

and die in a state of serfdom…We are a united people, having a common interest; and with God 

and Right on our side, we bid defiance to all the powers of diabolical fanaticism.”89 

The large palmetto tree at the center of the flag, in its original state must have been the 

focal point of the entire piece, brightly colored and symbolic. This painted tree was what 

identified where the flag came from. As the state tree of South Carolina it symbolized the unit’s 

home state. Not following a pattern and instead inventing a flag that they believed best 

represented their home and what the infantry was fighting for, the women demonstrated a need to 

create a new culture. Because they could no longer associate with the national flag they had seen 

their entire lives, they searched for a new source of nationalism to take its place. This particular 

flag demonstrates two main points. First, the women who made it were identifying with the 

cause that leaders of the Confederacy put forth, one of defending their rights against the North 

who threatened to take them away. Second, the palmetto tree recognizes the motives for the war 

that the Southerners themselves seemed to identify with: community and family. It calls the 

soldiers to fight for their home, and the women they left behind. The flag itself seems to 
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represent the paradoxical nature of the flag ceremonies: outward speeches of politics and religion 

in order to drive internal motivations of community and family.  

Fannie and Lula Wigfall modeled their First Texas Infantry flag after a Texas flag, not 

one of the Confederacy. Drawing on state pride, like the South Carolina design, this pattern was 

meant to remind members of the unit that they were fighting to defend their home. The dress 

fabric used to create the star symbolized the women behind the design. The words “Seven 

Pines/Gaines Farm,” identified the battles in which the particular infantry had taken part.90 All of 

the symbols within the flag point not to the Confederacy as a whole, or to the future battles they 

would participate in, but to home. The flag was sent to the infantry under the younger unmarried 

Lula Wigfall’s name, containing the material from the married Fannie Wigfall’s dress, mirroring 

the married and unmarried women who would present flags together at flag presentation 

ceremonies. Lula was fifteen years old at the time the flag was given, and the daughter of Louis 

T. Wigfall, a prominent Texan and commander of the unit to which the flag was presented.91 The 

flag itself represented to the soldiers that if they continued to fight, they could come home to a 

community which they helped keep intact and create a family of their own, with a respectable 

young woman like Lula. Fannie and Lula Wigfall’s flag identified with the calls for fighting on 

behalf of community and family, not for political and religious reasons. The flag, made by one 

married and one unmarried woman, and making use of wedding dress fabric, shares many 

elements with the flags presented in ceremonies in 1861. It demonstrated to the soldiers carrying 

it what they had in the present or could have in the future.  

The First Arkansas Infantry Flag does gesture to the Confederacy as a whole, making use 

of the first national flag pattern. However, as if knowing that fighting under a flag for a newly 

formed nation whose support was divided amongst its own people was not enough, the women 
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added a reminder in the words “Ladies of Jacksonport to the First Jackson Guards.” Much like 

the previously discussed South Carolina infantry flag, at first glance the flag seems to identify 

with political and unified reasons for the war. It demonstrates an identification with the 

Confederate cause through its use of the first national flag pattern. However, its true call comes 

through the identification of the people who made it. The “Ladies of Jacksonport,” by 

emblazoning these words on the flag, identify themselves as a reason to fight, supporting the 

Confederacy’s use of them as a motive.   

In Conclusion 

As Wayne K. Durrill recognized, the leaders of the Confederacy saw that the only way to 

motivate the majority of men was not to simply tell them the political reasoning for the war, or 

call on their Christian values, but also to remind them that they were fighting to keep their 

community and their social status intact. All three of the aforementioned flags are representative 

of this idea. They demonstrate the divided nature of the Confederacy and a struggle to create 

symbols for a new nation that was willing to go to war to cling to its way of life. The rituals of 

flag presentation infiltrated the culture of the South, creating the idea that the motives for the war 

were family and a way of life that found their culmination in the young unmarried women of the 

South. Rather than creating a statement on their own, we see the flags created by women’s 

groups in the early Confederacy playing into this idea. The flags seem to show women 

connecting with the dual nature of flag ceremonies: outwardly declaring motives for the war such 

as preserving rights, while inwardly finding motivation in community and a way of life.  
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4. DOMESTIC GOODS TO INCITE PUBLIC LIVES AND PUBLIC GOODS TO PROTECT 
DOMESTIC LIVES 

 
 Both sets of works spoken about in the previous chapters were made by women for 

public events using the skills of needlework, embroidery, and sewing between the years of 1820 

and 1865 in the United States. They all in some way have to do with the slavery debate. Both 

groups of women were fighting against significant gender restraints, and they found a 

community through their respective causes. However, although there are these similarities 

between the textile work of abolitionist women and southern planter-elite women, a surprising 

number of differences also separate them. The abolitionist women in the North before the Civil 

War created their works in order to raise money for the antislavery movement. Their works 

brought them outside the domestic sphere, giving them a stronger and longer lasting network of 

women to learn from and communicate with. The elite women of the South created flags to raise 

support for the Confederacy during the Civil War. However, although allowing them an 

opportunity to speak in public, their speeches at presentation ceremonies as well as the flags they 

created acknowledged a way of life that kept them within the domestic sphere. Because the 

makers of these pieces of material culture are often unknown, one cannot gain as much 

knowledge about the personal lives of these women as they would hope. However, conclusions 

can be drawn about the culture in which they lived. Through comparison of these pieces made by 

women for their respective causes, I wish to illuminate cultural differences which impacted their 

lives in a way that caused one set of women to push against their boundaries, and provoked the 

other to retreat behind theirs.  
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Ideas regarding appropriate gender roles were deeply rooted in nineteenth-century society 

and stretched across the nation. However, the domestic sphere looked different between the 

North and South because women led lives that changed according to their circumstances, 

whether it was in an urban city in the North, or as a plantation mistress in the South. Differences 

in economy, particularly that of the South which was driven by plantation slavery, created 

contrasts between these two distinct regions. While sewing provided a community to women of 

both the abolitionist movement and the southern household, their respective projects demonstrate 

differences in ideas on the domestic sphere, family class, and politics.  

“Should we not form an immediate organization among ourselves?” 

Groups of women formed during the nineteenth century in both the North and the South, 

including sewing circles and aid societies. These groups, like the Female Moral Reform Society, 

which was founded in 1834 in New York, fought moral issues like prostitution using religious 

reasoning to make their work seem appropriate for “ladies.”92 Due to the more disparate southern 

population, groups did not form as quickly there as they did in the North. However, the Civil 

War brought more women together in the South than ever before as they gathered to perform 

roles that would aid the Confederacy. Before the war, the only southern associations of women 

existed in cities where larger numbers of women lived in proximity, and relationships of 

southern women were dependent on their households. However, during the war women had to 

begin to rely on one another.93 A notice in the Memphis Daily Appeal on April 20, 1861, women 

identified as “Mrs. C. M . Farmer and Mrs. Jno. B. Weld,” appealed to their fellow women 

stating, “Should we not form an immediate organization among ourselves, for the purpose of 

furnishing these, our defenders, such aid and countenance, as only women can furnish-such as 
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making uniforms, flags, etc., and nursing the sick and wounded necessary, in case of actual 

hostilities in our midst?”94  

While the services that women provided still made use of domestic skills they performed 

in the home, these gatherings allowed women to come together and discuss the issues of the day. 

It provided them with a sense of community that they did not necessarily have prior to the war. 

These groups sewed clothing for soldiers, made tents, raised money, and when called upon, 

created flags for infantries who were soon to leave for war. They joined together to organize 

events to raise money for the war effort, even holding fairs and concerts, as did the women in the 

North.95 These benefit shows presented women with an opportunity to enter the public sphere, 

and perform in front of an audience, reading poems and other works which allowed them to 

express their views. Fundraising fairs in the South were very similar to the ones held in the North 

in the support of the abolitionist movement and other beneficiaries. 

As they had in the North, the southern public took similar issue with women participating 

in fundraising events and money handling, and southern women also worked to justify moving 

beyond the domestic sphere.96 Similar items were sold at fairs in the South, handmade by women 

and donated by sellers.97 For example, at the Charleston Ladies Gunboat Fair in 1862, dolls made 

to look like daughters of the Confederacy were sold in order to fund the construction of gunboats 

to fight Union blockades.98 These Ladies Gunboat Societies received backlash similar to women 

who organized fairs in the North. In the Augusta Chronicle and Sentinel on March 12, 1862, a 

man identified as “Gray Beard” expressed anxieties over women’s contribution to the “defense 

of our country.”99  

Although many local communities were able to band together to raise money in this way, 

efforts never became as centralized and far reaching as in the North. Many women in the South, 
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which was much more devastated by the Civil War, had to focus on keeping their households 

running.100 It took the Civil War to encourage such fundraising and gathering attempts in the 

South, but it was also the war that prevented these endeavors from growing strong. Although the 

efforts of women to support the war allowed them to come together in ways they never had in the 

South, it did not leave them with as much of an extensive network after and during the war as the 

fairs in the North. Flags like the one from Jacksonport, Arkansas, remind the viewer through 

their design that they came from groups of women by addressing the flag as coming from the 

“Ladies of Jacksonport.” (Fig. 12) However, we also know that often flags, such as Mrs. 

Wigfall’s Wedding dress flag, were sometimes made by one or two women alone. (Fig. 13) 

Because fundraising fairs and women’s groups developed earlier in the North, women 

had more time to develop support networks before the start of the Civil War. Far reaching 

networks formed in support of the North’s larger fairs, especially the Boston Antislavery Fair. 

Such communication allowed for women in more rural areas to participate in the cause and to 

become educated about the efforts they were attempting to support.101 Fair networks in the North 

had such high levels of communication that they could rally varying groups of women together 

from different areas to hold conventions and plan fundraising opportunities, whereas southern 

women gathered on a more regional basis.102 Because of these northern networks, women had 

access to more information to become involved in the abolitionist movement, among other 

causes. These women created a community beginning early on in the nineteenth century that 

would continue to support them well beyond the Civil War. The networks from the antebellum 

bazaars and fairs in the North helped to raise millions of dollars in support of the Union war 

effort.103 It was because of this community that they could continue to plan, run, and stock such 

large events without the invasion of men into their organizing process. One can see how women 
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in the North may have felt more comfortable coming further out of their domestic roles with such 

a large network of support behind them.  

Homemade Works, Public Goods 

Even though gender roles in the nineteenth century were thought of in quite similar ways 

in both the North and South, as they defined women’s place as being within the home and 

serving as keepers of morality, the varying economies and locations saw the “domestic sphere” 

playing out differently in each area. In a study of the effect of the Civil War on southern women 

who came of age during the conflict, Victoria E. Ott states, “As members of slave-holding 

families ranging from the middling, urban households to the vast plantation districts, teenage 

daughters understood that slave ownership was tightly bound to their financial and social 

standing, and embraced the feminine ideals that separated them from the non-slaveholding 

yeomanry and poor white women.”104 Women of slave-holding families saw their domestic roles 

as being tied to the system of slavery that the South sought to preserve. It was their place as slave 

-holding, planter-elite women that gave them their sense of class and their status in society.  

Growing up, young girls of slave-owning families were prepared to one day take up their 

roles as “slave mistresses.”105 This future obligation was tied up in their identity and their 

education on what it took to be a wife and a lady. During the years of the Civil War, this 

education extended to support of the Confederacy. Young women of the Huntsville Female 

Academy, as noted by Sarah Lowe in her diary in 1861, were asked to work together to sew a 

flag for local men leaving for war.106 One can see these influences on young women in the flags 

they created for the war. They were taught to be patriotic, which meant supporting the 

Confederacy as it defended what it considered to be its constitutional rights. As the “Ladies of 

Yorkville, South Carolina” asserted on the flag they created, “Our Rights We Defend,” they 
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acknowledged the safeguarding of state’s rights, which the Confederacy stated as its primary 

reasons for going to war. (Fig. 14) However, along with “defending rights,” the reasoning for 

war was also tied up in defending one’s home and family. These women created flags that not 

only represented the reasons for fighting the war, but also represented their local communities. 

This flag from South Carolina also dons the palmetto tree, representing the state and the families 

that the men would leave behind.  

If women saw slave ownership as part of their identity as elite women, allowing them to 

carry on the duties of a proper lady, then they also thought it necessary to win the war for this 

reason. These banners, which were meant to remind men that they were fighting to protect 

women at home, were also a call to defend their way of life. By creating these flags for 

presentation at ceremonies, which were at their core a way for the women of the South to be used 

as motivation for the war, they were using domestic means to support their domestic lifestyle, 

which they knew was made possible by their ownership of slaves. The planter-elite women 

sewed flags for the ceremonies which were calling men to protect “[their] homes- [their] wives, 

sisters and mothers; and if necessary die in their defense.”107 They were homemade flags to 

inspire protection of the home. Women talked openly about politics during the flag ceremonies, 

stating outright the political reasons for the war. However, they often found themselves 

admitting that speaking publicly at all, let alone about politics was not a woman’s place. As was 

quoted previously, Rebecca J. Brown stated “You know it is not the part of woman to mingle in 

party strife; but when our homes and our native South is invaded, and our dearest rights wrested 

from us, or an attempt to do so, then may not woman, though feeble as she is, give all her 

influence in behalf of a cause so dear.”108 
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Even though women talked of politics in these speeches, they were given at events which 

held them to their domestic boundaries, and where the words spoken continually reiterated the 

separation of genders with statements like that of Captain. John P. Bell on June 5, 1861 who 

exclaimed “With woman’s smiles and counsels, brave hears and strong arms are invincible!”109 

Lee Crandall spoke on behalf of the Rapides Company of Louisiana, whom he commanded, 

accepting a flag and stating: 

It was the women of '76 who inspired with energy and heroism the fathers of the 
revolution, and nerved them for those splendid victories which won and established our 
country's independence. And it is the mothers and daughters and sisters of 1861, who are 
animating with their smiles and counsels the freemen of these Confederate States, and 
encouraging them to repel the heartless and fanatical invaders from Southern soil. With 
woman to cheer and inspire, there will be no lack of brave hearts and strong hands.110 
 

Many more speeches used words like these, creating contrasts between the smiles and sentiments 

of women and the strong and brave soldiers. Because the events were allowing women to speak 

openly about war and politics, however, the speakers were careful to strike a balance, clearly 

defining women’s roles with their words.  

 While there is no doubt that the needlework of abolitionist women for sale at sanitary 

fairs had a domestic leaning, it was this cover of domesticity that allowed the women to be 

overtly political. Although the fairs were also seen as events that kept women within domestic 

boundaries, they were the work of women, whereas the flag presentation ceremonies had heavy 

influence from men. As part of their education leading up to the nineteenth century, girls made 

samplers to practice their stitches that they would need in order to be a good “homemaker.”111 It 

was a way to teach them how to remain within the domestic sphere. In a way, the women who 

made the flags for the men leaving to fight for the Confederacy were fighting not to leave the 

domestic sphere, but to be able to stay within it. The women who made abolitionist needlework 

for the fairs were using their domestic skills to reach beyond their previous roles. By putting 
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their goods up for sale, these women were entering the market economy, which was far enough 

from their traditional role that it created pushback from the public. Ironically, these goods were 

actually more domestic leaning in their final product than the flags of the Confederate South. For 

example, the cradle quilt, mentioned in chapter one, directly references domesticity through its 

implications of use in the home for a growing family. (Fig. 8)  

The quilt, whose maker is unknown, like many of the goods sold at sanitary fairs, is a 

small quilt typical of other nineteenth-century cradle quilts. The base is white, and an eight-

point, star-like pattern emerges from the corners of a center rectangle, within which a poem by a 

Quaker woman, Elizabeth Margaret Chandler is held. The work is simple, and would have been 

easy to make from a pattern, or simply by one’s knowledge of quilting, much like the 

needlework which is the subject of the first chapter. The quilt was probably made by someone 

who had gained their skills within the domestic setting. Its status as a cradle quilt alludes directly 

to family and childbearing, both of which are firmly grounded in the domestic sphere. The poem 

itself speaks directly to a mother, pleading with her on the basis of her love of her children. It 

states: 

“Mother! When around your child/You clasp your arms in love./And when with grateful 
joy you raise/Your eyes to God above. 
 

 Think of the negro mother/When her child is torn away/Sold for a little slave-oh then/For
 that poor mother pray!”112 
 
The lines of this poem appeal to the sentiments of the mother reading them, telling her that when 

she sees her own child, she should think of the enslaved woman and her children. Much like the 

pot holder which states “Any holder but a slave holder,” this poem fits the theme of the item on 

which it was placed. (Fig. 7) When the woman who used the quilt tucked her child in, she was 

instructed to think about the enslaved woman, whose child was taken away from her. Stories of 
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the forced separation of mothers and children were regularly printed in abolitionist press. This 

quilt, along with other previously mentioned goods is a domestic item made for domestic use. 

However, when the woman who made it placed it in the market and emblazoned it with words 

with political leaning, she herself left the domestic sphere. The cradle quilt was sold at the 

Boston Anti-Slavery Society’s Fair on December 22, 1836, allowing the woman who made it to 

play a new role, and people took notice. The Liberator even wrote specifically about the quilt in 

its January 1837 edition, briefly describing it and detailing the poem that was included at its 

center.113  

On the other hand, when the “Ladies of Winchester Virginia” stitched their Second 

National Flag to present to a Virginia regiment, they were creating a piece that was made for a 

public event, to be presented publicly, and that the men would follow into battle. (Fig. 16) While 

it may seem when comparing this flag to the cradle quilt that the latter plays the most 

traditionally domestic role, when getting to the motives behind each and their uses, the opposite 

idea emerges. The woman who created the cradle quilt followed a traditional quilt pattern, but 

added an abolitionist poem. The women who created the flags for presentation, such as the 

women of Winchester, Virginia, often also followed patterns. However, their handmade quality 

and inscribed words made each flag unique. Both the quilt and the flag were made for a cause, 

one to raise money for abolitionism and the other to support the soldiers in the war. 

Alternatively, one was made to enact change, and the other to keep things the way they were. 

The quilt allowed women to learn about their cause, reading the lines of the poem as they tucked 

their child in to bed. The flag, however, was created to remind the men who left for war that they 

were fighting for the women back home, who by nature, they believed, could not defend 
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themselves. The quilt allowed women to expand past their domestic borders, and the flag helped 

them remain within them.  

Class Distinctions 

“Fancywork” or needlework was most often created by upper-class women, as women of 

lower classes mostly sewed out of necessity. Elite women in the South took pride in not wearing 

homespun garments, as it distinguished them from the non-slaveholding lower classes. Even 

during the years of the war, these elite women resisted wearing homespun clothing. Although 

newspapers and pamphlets tried to encourage the women in these pursuits, their aversion to 

homespun was made clear by the persistence in newspapers in trying to persuade them.114 

However, eventually the movement, encouraged by other women who spoke out against those 

who refused to don homespun dresses, began to catch on.115 Even songs began to encourage 

homespun, stating “three cheers for the homespun dress.”116 However, these upper-class women 

were making a political statement out of the dress of the lower-class, making war the only reason 

they would stoop so low as to wear homespun. This issue seems understandable since these 

planter-elite women were supporting a fight to maintain a way of life that separated them from 

the working-class, non-slaveholding women. The elite women were the ones who formed the 

groups that funded and sewed goods for the war. These groups along with supporting the war, 

allowed these women to socialize together. Even when they tried to involve the efforts of the 

women of a different class, as Mary Ann Cobb of Georgia did, they got back replies such as one 

from a woman who stated, “The whole Southern Confederacy was not worth a thimble of 

blood.”117 These working-class women were often less willing to support the Confederacy with 

such support because they already had to sew out of necessity for their own families. The flags, 

which often involved needlework and were frequently being made of silk, were obviously made 
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by groups of these elite women, in pursuit of supporting a war to maintain their place in society. 

For example, the silk dress fabric used to make the Texas flag discussed previously, could only 

have been owned by an upper-class woman, and the stitching required for sewing individual 

parts such as the small stars on many of the aforementioned flags, required a knowledge of 

needlework specific to the education received by the elite southern women. As Drew Gilpin 

Faust puts it,  

Females of the southern elite began to recognize that their notion of womanhood had 
presumed the existence of slaves to perform menial labor and white males to provide 
protection and support… a lady’s elite status had been founded in the oppressions of 
slavery, her notions of genteel womanhood, intimately bound up with the prisms of class 
and race through which they were reflected.118 
 

These Southern women were sewing to encourage those who fought to battle for them, and in 

turn help them to maintain their status and their ability to continue to perform their duties as a 

“lady.” 

On the other hand, due to the more concentrated Northern population, as well as a lack of 

such strict class divisions, the networks created by the bazaars and fairs were more far-reaching 

and less class-based than the organizations formed in the South in the nineteenth century. While 

it did take women of a certain stature to be able to have the time and skills to support the network 

with goods, it was not only the most elite women who were able to participate. The fairs allowed 

women who did not have the ability or willingness to speak out openly to participate in the 

movement. As previously mentioned, Eunice Dorman from Kennebunk, Maine wanted to get her 

town involved in the Boston Fair, so she sent a letter to the coordinators. In response, they sent 

back information as well as publications.119 The founder of the Boston Anti-Slavery fairs, Maria 

W. Chapman believed that their networks would provide a way to educate women on the 

Abolitionist movement regardless of class, even those in rural areas.120 Because patterns had 
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recently become widely available in the nineteenth century, needlework was more accessible to 

the masses, and women could find ways to donate to local fairs. Ladies’ magazines such as 

Godey’s Ladies’ Magazine, Frank Leslie’s Ladies’ Gazette, Peterson’s Magazine, and even 

Harper’s Bazaar all published patterns for women to follow.121 The needlework women created 

within the fair networks allowed them to ponder the movement of which they were a part 

through its symbols, such as the supplicant slave in the Colonial Williamsburg needlework. (Fig. 

2) In addition, because abolitionism involved so many women in far reaching networks, it also 

allowed them to lay the foundations for communication that would serve them well in the future. 

In the South, the networks were created amongst women whose livelihood would mostly be gone 

at the end of the Civil War.   

In Conclusion 

 During the nineteenth century, the women who created goods with abolitionist messages 

for sale at sanitary fairs, and the women who made flags for presentation at flag ceremonies and 

use by local infantries during the Civil War in the Confederate South, both used their “domestic 

skills.” They put to work the expertise they learned as part of an education to become “domestic 

ladies” in order to create a product to support their respective causes. However, the works for 

anti-slavery fairs allowed women in the North to gain an education about the cause as well as a 

network of communication that would support them later into the nineteenth century. The 

southern women who created flags, participated in ceremonies which capitalized on their nature 

as ladies in order to motivate men to war when political causes were not enough. The 

motivations of family and home can be seen in the local recognition added by the women to the 

flags they created, whether it be inspiration found in the Texas flag, the palmetto tree for South 

Carolina, or the identification of the women who made the flags through direct words included 
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within them. These references to the location from which the infantries came reminded them for 

whom they fought, and the makers of the flags reminded them that if they came back victorious 

they could marry and have a family of their own. For the women making these flags, although 

often talking about politics, and even asserting their rights to speak about them publicly, their 

motivations for war were tied with their desire to maintain their lives as “ladies.”122 Before the 

Civil War, the women who created goods with abolitionist messages were making outward 

statements supporting a divisive political cause. Their political activism, some say, laid the 

foundations for later movements led by women to secure rights.123 Therefore, although the 

efforts and activism of women can be seen in both uses of sewing and needlework, one 

represents the making of public goods to maintain a domestic way of life, and the other 

demonstrates the use of handmade goods made for the home that would lead to a more public 

way of life.  
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5. CONCLUSION 

 
 

 Even during and directly after the Civil War, the dedication of Southern women to the 

war effort was recognized by those who saw their desire to support the Confederacy. An article 

in the Chicago Tribune on April 19, 1865, ten days after the official end of the war, quoted a 

correspondent of the Washington Chronicle, stating:  

“’of the women in Richmond I might write volumes…. They have been sorely misled by 
the press and the pulpit. They have credited the falsehoods of the one and been seduced 
by the religious glosses of the other. The Confederate cause got to be identified with their 
domestic peace and their religious connections, and it is a rending of the heart strings to 
see it fall. They have lost not opportunity to stimulate the pride and flagging hopes of the 
sterner sex.’”124 
 

This article, written within the restraints of nineteenth-century views on gender roles, makes it 

seem like women were persuaded by false belief in religion and the press to whole-heartedly 

follow the Confederate cause. However, it misses the point, not allowing for the fact that they 

had their own reasons for supporting their side in the war. These women believed that slavery 

allowed them to have the home and family life that kept their social status intact and enabled 

them to preserve the domestic sphere that made them southern “ladies.”  

 Notes from a monthly meeting of the Boston Young Men’s Anti-Slavery Society on 

October 4, 1837, mentioned two resolutions on the aid of women to the antislavery cause, 

stating:  

“Resolved, That the praiseworthy zeal and self-sacrificing spirit manifested by women in 
the cause of abolition, have essentially aided in the promotion and are worthy of the 
highest commendation,” and “Resolved, That notwithstanding the efforts made to arrest 
the philanthropic exertions of woman in the cause of abolition, by raising a cry respecting 
the ‘appropriate sphere of women,’ we have the utmost confidence in their unwavering 
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adherence to principle, and believe they will not be deterred from the continued exertion 
by such attempts.” 

 
Here, Isaiah T. Williams, secretary to the society, outlines the thoughts of the men on the 

“philanthropic exertions of women.” The young men of the society commended the women on 

their works, which as they make clear, were appropriate for their sphere. Because these tasks 

were appropriate for their gender, as the men put it, these women would “not be deterred from 

the continued exertion by such attempts.”125 Implied is the assertion that had these women’s 

work been done outside of their appropriate sphere, they would not have earned respect. Also, 

Williams implies that the work would have become too exhausting for them as they exerted 

themselves too far outside of the roles of their gender.  

Through these two nineteenth-century newspaper articles, it is made clear that the efforts 

of women to support a cause, whether it be just or not, were framed through cultural ideas on the 

appropriate character of a woman. The Chicago Tribune article implies that Southern women 

were only dedicated to the Confederacy because they were easily persuaded by reasons of 

religion and domesticity. The Boston Young Men’s Anti-Slavery Society’s notes suggests that 

women were only so successful at their support the Abolitionist Movement because their work 

remained within the appropriate sphere. By looking at the efforts of both abolitionist women and 

southern women through this lens, their actual achievements, struggles, and interactions are 

ignored.   

Though it may seem ironic to attempt to study the political views and communication 

beyond the home of nineteenth-century women through handsewn, domestic leaning works, 

these pieces allow a connection to be drawn to the women who made them, creating a study that 

goes beyond the restrictions placed on women during the nineteenth century. Even though the 

less-outspoken women of the Abolitionist Movement carried their message through domestic 
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goods, they were in turn receiving both education on their cause as well as participating in a 

network of support for a radical political cause. The flags created by upper-class southern 

women demonstrate that they supported the Confederate cause because it would allow them to 

keep their status within their society. Although these reasons were of domestic concern, it was 

not purely because they were persuaded by religion, morality, or their husbands, fathers, or sons, 

it was because they themselves wanted to preserve their way of life which they knew was 

afforded them by the institution of slavery. Through nineteenth-century needlework and sewing, 

a trade that society believed would keep women out of the affairs of men and within the 

domestic sphere, both abolitionist and southern women created goods meant to be viewed by the 

public sphere which today can give us an idea as to their knowledge and opinions, two things 

they were told they could not have.  

 Although the flags of southern women and the fair goods of northern abolitionist women 

may seem at first an indirect comparison, their similarities draw them together in interesting 

ways. Both the flags and the fair goods were created to raise support for a cause, whether that be 

through volunteer soldiers or funds. Both sets of items allowed groups of nineteenth-century 

women to interact with their community, whether it be directly with the public through events or 

with likeminded women. By comparatively studying the products of these two movements in 

nineteenth-century America, one can get a clearer picture of both individually. While 

compartmental studies have been made about abolitionist women, southern women and northern 

women frequently, comparative studies like this one are much rarer and often needed to 

understand how differences in society across America emerged. The study of these pieces of 

material culture has its challenges. Many of the goods made for antislavery fairs are lost to time, 

with only short descriptions of them only remaining in letters, inventories, and newspaper 
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articles. It is possible that people did not feel the need to hold on to items that called to action a 

movement they felt no longer necessary after the Civil War. Interestingly, many of the flags 

remain. Remnants of a lost war, they survive perhaps because of their ability to bolster the Lost 

Cause mentality in the South. Museum labels often tell the stories of the how they came to be in 

the collection, what men carried them into battle, and what battles they got their rips and burns 

in. The details of the story of the women and the culture surrounding them seems often left out.  

The insight gained from study of the material culture of the antislavery fair and the local 

infantry flags of the Confederacy makes it clear that much can be gathered from what little is 

left. These items made by the hands of women, whose history seems often obscured by the 

combined lenses of contemporary views and nineteenth-century gender roles, illuminate more 

clearly the ways in which they interacted with their society and culture. Further study of these 

and other items made by female hands in the nineteenth century will continue to inform our 

knowledge of the opinions, interaction, education and public speech of women. 
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Figure 1 Embroidery for a Skirt, Godey’s Lady’s Book, 1859, Accessible Archives. 
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Figure 2 Anti-Slavery Needlework, ca. 1820-1855. Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 

Williamsburg, VA. 
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Figure 3 Josiah Wedgewood, Anti-Slavery Medallion, 1786-87, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

 
Figure 4 Supplicant Slave Letterhead, letter sent from Anne Warren Weston to Maria Weston 

Chapman and Henry Grafton Chapman, January 15, 1851, Boston Public Library. 
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Figure 5 Cover for Immediate, Not Gradual Abolition, 1824, Google Books. 

 
Figure 6 Page from Godey’s Lady’s Book, 1861, Accessible Archives. 
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Figure 7 Anti-Slavery Potholder, 1863, Chicago Historical Sociey. 
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Figure 8 Unknown, Abolitionist Cradle Quilt, 1836, Historic New England. 
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Figure 9 Edward William Clay, Life in Philadelphia [unnumbered], 1828, Library Company of 

Philadelphia.  
 

 

 
Figure 10 Edward William Clay, Cover to Jump Jim Crow, 1832, Institute for Advanced 

Technology in the Humanities at the University of Virginia.  
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Figure 11 James Akin, A Downwright Gabbler, 1829, Library of Congress Prints and 

Photographs Division, Washington, D.C. 

 

Figure 12 Ladies of Jacksonport, Arkansas, First National Flag Arkansas, 1861, American Civil 
War Museum, Richmond. 
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Figure 13 Fannie and Lula Wigfall First Texas Infantry Regiment Flag, nicknamed “Mrs. 
Wigfall’s Wedding Dress,” Texas State Library and Archives Commission, Austin. 
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Figure 14 Ladies of Yorkville, South Carolina, Fifth South Carolina Infantry Flag, 1861 
American Civil War Museum, Richmond, 1861. 

 

 
Figure 15 Ladies of Yorkville, South Carolina, Fifth South Carolina Infantry Flag, reverse, 

1861, American Civil War Museum, Richmond. 
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Figure 16 Ladies of Winchester, VA, Second National Flag, 1861, American Civil War 

Museum, Richmond.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


